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Platform is the
new black

ʽeverything that can become
a platform will become a platformʼ
Robin Chase, ZipCar Founder

“Everywhere there can be a platform,
there will be a platform”
MIT Summit Report 2018

WHAT IS A PLATFORM?

Platform as digital infrastructure
enable interactions among two or more people managing the
rules of exchange, wning the data of the interactions, and
based on network effects (Kenney & Zysman 2015; Snircek
2017; Casilli 2019)
Platform as a new business model
“A new business model that uses technology to connect people,
organizations and resources in an interactive ecosystem where incredible
amounts of value can be created and exchanged”. (Chouldry et al., 2016)
“it trade at eight to 15 times revenue because the economic value of the
genome of the organization dictates the outcome of its economics” (MIT,
2017)
Platforms as an eco-system
“They cannot be studied in isolation, apart from social and political structures, as
they are all (inter)dependent on a global infrastructure…from the micro level of a
single platform to the geopolitical macro level of platform societies” (Van Dijck at
al., 2019)
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The platform mobility service
evolution

Three key promises:
1. it is a profitable business
2. it is enviromentally sustainable
3. it is socially inclusive

Is Shared mobility
economically sustainable?

• Low market penetration: In Switzerland, where car sharing was born and has the
longest tradition, less than 3% are car-sharing members, (Swiss Federal Statistical
Office, 2017). In Italy less then 2% (ONSM, 2017).
• Many failures and losses: In USA, Between 1997 and 2009, from the 34 car sharing
programs available, at least 15 remained operative. A study in Italy pointed out the
five principal car sharing providers have losses for 27 million euros, 4,700 euro for
each vehicle shared (Quattroruote, 2018). Also considering bike sharing we found a
lot of failures: Velib in France, Ofo in Italy and in Germany, BlueGoGo and GoBee in
China.
• In ridesharing, Uber continues to generate loss of almost between $2 and 4 billion
and the recent IPO was fare below the expectation
• Tendency to market concentration: create new oligopolies (i.e. BMW and Daimler
join into ShareNOW, Uber buy the competitors in ridehailing such us BlaBlaCar in
long/medium distance carpooling

The case of the city of Innisfil, in
Canada

He decides to give up public transport instead of investing in three new
bus lines (costing just under € 700,000)
It supports public transport with the UBER mobility service
a journey for passengers has a fixed fare that varies from 3 to 6
Canadian dollars (between 2 and 4 euros) depending on the route. The
municipality pays Uber the difference in cost with the normal rate.
The number of passengers is growing as the mode is appreciated for its
flexibility and comfort compared to buses
The cost for the community rises: in 2019 it is estimated that it cost 1.2
million Canadian dollars (just over 800 thousand euros)
The municipality is forced to limit the maximum number of trips to 30
for each citizen

Is it enviromental sustainable?

• The reduction of vehicular traffic (in terms of vkm) varies significantly: from a 2%
reduction, (Cervero et al., 2003) to a 45% (Free Hanseatic City of Bremen, 2005)
• According to other sudies Occupancy rate in a shared vehicle remain low (1.56) in
carsharing and ride-hailing services, increasing urban congestion.(Swiss Federal
Statistical Office, 2017; Arcidiacono and Pais, 2018; Apta, 2016; Clelow and Mishra,
2017; MAPC, 2018)
• Increase the use of the cars among people that don’t use the car or use the car less
and enviromental concern is the less relevant motives among shared mobility users
(Arcidiacono and Pais, 2018; 2019)

Is it socially inclusive? (1)

Comparing Zipcar locations & data census on occupations in East London

Is it socially inclusive? (2)

Cluster

Gender

Age

Educational
qualification

Occupation

Motive
s

Frequency

Smart worker

Male 72%

26-45
65 %

University degree
65 %

Dependent
85%

Flexible
Moving Family

Female
31%

City User

Female
36 %

18- 25
26 %

Diploma
34%

Students
41 %

No cars
30 %

Once a week
31 %

Experienced
Traveler

Male
80 %

26-45
60%

University degree
61,4%

Dependent
71%

Meetin
g
people
77%

More than 20 trips in
months
61%

Young Explorer

Female
38%

18-25
33%

Diploma
40,1%

Unemployed Savings
25%
82,8%

Less than 20 trips in 6
months
60%

Car Sharing
Curiosit
Occasionally
y
41 %
39 %
More than 45 Univeristy degree Autonomous Flexibili Less than once a week
39%
65 %
49,2 %
ty
83 %
49 %

Car Pooling

Is there an alternative to
platform capitalism?

Traditional Service

Platform Capitalism

Platform Cooperativism

Centralized
Public Funding

Centralized
Venture Capital

Business Model

Service Fees (partial)

Market Type

Public Monopoly
/Oligopoly based on
public authorization
or accreditation

Advertising
Freemium
Transaction fees
Monopoly/Oligopoly

Distributed
Impact investing, patient
capital, crowdfunding
Cooperative Membership +
fees

Governance
Funding

Scale
Digital Infrastructure
Data
Users
Economic Value Strategy

Local
Procedural tool:
Closed code
As an Asset
As Citizens
Irrelevant

Scale up/scale out
Mediation tool:
Closed Code
As a Commodity
As Prosumers
Extracting Value for the
investors

Market encapsulation,
multistakeholders
arrangements
Scale deep
Mediation tool:
Open Code
As a Commons
As Cooperative Members
Redistributing value for the
community

Conclusions & Proposals

•

Nowadays, Platform economy rewards above all extraction forces coming from financialized capitalism

•

The smart or sharing city models turn out to be anything but socially inclusive and human-centric but turns
out to be rather elitist, discriminating, asymmetrical.

•

The relevance of the dating process is not adequately considered. However, they are the crucial asset to
preserve value redistribution in the foundational sectors

•

The data collected by the platforms must be a commons released an open and reusable format

•

Their exclusionary use must be limited by a social license that allows you to use for a limited time with the
possibility of revoking it if the extraction of value from these information resources threatens shared
public values

•

Data use need to be taxed

•

The resources generated by this fiscal innovation could be used for redistribution to suppoert alternative
services (the so-called cooperative paltforms) related to relevant social aims or towards protected social
categories (unemployed, disabled, elderly)
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